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QUICK GETAWAY By Susan B. Barnes

Driving away from I-75 South, east through Sun City and deep into
Polk County, I wondered just where I was headed. Through the coun-
tryside and past any last signs of civilization—and with spotty cell
phone service—my curiosity deepened. After a left turn and then a
right, it finally appeared like a phoenix rising from the ashes—Stream-
song Resort.
      What’s first striking upon arrival is the resort’s low-slung, sleek,
modern architecture. When designing the resort, which opened in
January, Tampa-based architect Alberto Alfonso of Alfonso Architects
went with golf course-inspired minimalism, using a light touch and
stripping away anything that was unnecessary. The result? A multi-
level property featuring a sunlight-drenched lobby, 216 spacious guest
rooms, an inviting spa and lakeside infinity pool, and numerous dining
options,  all surrounded by indigenous landscaping and an overwhelm-
ing sense of peace and quiet.
      Golfers from Florida and around the world, including Europe, Aus-
tralia and South Africa, have been hitting the links at Streamsong
since its two golf courses opened in December 2012. Ranked num-
bers 12 (Red) and 14 (Blue) in Golfweek’s 2014 Best Resort Courses,
the two courses rise and fall over rolling hills and provide stunning
vistas, not to mention challenging holes and bragging rights. If you
can’t get enough time on the greens, choose to stay in one of the
handful of rooms found at the Clubhouse.
      In addition to its world-class golfing, Streamsong Resort boasts
the best bass fishing found throughout the State of Florida. Three of
the lakes that sprawl across the 16,000 acres upon part of which the

resort sits make for ample angling opportunities to catch and release.
Or, take aim and spend a morning or afternoon clay shooting, or walk-
ing the nature trails. It’s easy to fill days at the resort, with activities
or nothing at all. 
      Just a short walk from the lobby in the main building is AcquaPi-
etra Spa, a grotto-inspired space featuring seven pools ranging in
temperature from ice cold to steaming hot in which to soak. Once
your cares have washed away, one of the spa’s amazing therapists
will release any last thoughts of the real world.
      When it comes to dining at Streamsong, there are plenty of op-
tions from which to choose. The Clubhouse’s bar and restaurant sa-
tiate any appetite and thirst, before or after a round of golf, or for
those simply taking in the views. Inside the resort, P205 (an ode to
the land’s phosphate mining days) features an All-American menu for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
      Fine dining in the middle of nowhere? That’s just what SottoTerra
serves up, not to mention bottles from an extensive fine wine list. The
culinary team creates masterpieces nightly, leaving guests pleasantly
full and looking forward to their next dinners.
      The best way to toast a day at Streamsong is at Fragmentary Blue,
Streamsong’s rooftop bar. Named from a Robert Frost poem, beers,
cocktails, wine and even small bites are served alongside 360-degree
views. When night falls, the stargazing is simply incredible from this
vantage point.
      Time spent at Streamsong Resort will surely put you back in tune
with yourself.

STREAMSONG RESORT
IN TUNE WITH CENTRAL FLORIDA

Infinity Pool
Bass Fishing

Lodge Guestroom
Sporting Clays

AcquaPietra Spa
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